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Ref. No: LL14/10/EQ

April 18th, 2014:

Worrying presence of Surfactants mid-Lake

(Env. Qual. reports have the same number as LabLog2014 reports but with an EQ appended.)

Details Copied from EnvLog2014: 9:30 am – 3:30pm. Entire lake north of a line from Arigna to The Spit. Wind: Calm on leaving
Cormongan but slight variable breeze ranging SE-SW Force 1-3. Temp: 7.5-14.5 °C. Sunshine most of the day. Water: Smooth and calm off
Cormongan, then mostly small waves on west shore and some waves 30-40cms. around Shannon estuary and Yellow River. Very calm with
light ripples by early afternoon. WATER: Temp: 10.9-11.3°C. Level: 2.14 Metres.
Problem: 2 problems occurred. Firstly scum and lowered surface tension in mid lake west of Gubcormongan (Orange). Secondly, small
build up of foam at beauty spot where the Stony River enters Lough Allen (Yellow)
Observations: On launching our
boat at Cormongan the water seemed
fresh and clean. First problem arose
when we started to move west across
the lake north of Long Island. As we
increased speed and entered the deep
water channel bubbles started to
appear behind our wake. These are
persistent bubbles and we analyse
them in a quantitative way as
suggested to us by the EPA. Details of
methodology are HERE (Apologies if
you are reading this in paper format!)
On the basis of those standards we
categorise this as a Level 3 incident
and hence the Orange warning. We
feel that these bubbles are the result
of artificial surf forming agents;
though the gas they contain may be
of natural source.
Our concern is that this, and it is a
common occurrence here, may lead
to a long early CYANOBLOOM (a
bloom of Cyanophyceae organisms,
such as happened at this time in
2011, which may release toxins).
Identification and Analysis: The details of our field test are as follows (Methods HERE):
Time LatLong Heading Depth Water Severity
0950 54.0960
005°
14 m 10.9° SEVERE
-8.0498
NB: All images may be enlarged in PDF view
Conclusion & Comment: The scum shown left was
visible on all calm parts of the west shore and even
some choppy parts.
There is some debate as to whether this is natural
'pollution' or artificial contamination. We have no
hesitation in saying it is man-made, recent, and
potentially very damaging to the lake and the
community. In a few isolated cases a local source has been indicated. However, it seems that the bulk of
the surf forming agent originates (or appears) at the north end of
the lake and this makes the Shannon an obvious suspect.
Pictures on RIGHT:
The second (Yellow) alert for today relates to foam deposit
forming in the afternoon with a SW breeze. This is at Stony River
which is a spectacular site with no foam in the river or visible at
the shore until it meets the shingle. Very unsightly, but this is a
little visited area. We suspect this foam is sourced from Lough
Allen and may be related to our other observation.

